Integrating and automating security
into a DevSecOps model
Introduction

In the era of digital transformation
and disruption, the need to accelerate
implementation of new and shifting
business requirements is driving the
need for rapid platform and application
development. In response, software
development, cybersecurity, and
information technology (IT) operations
have needed to find more efficient ways
of working together, known today as
“DevSecOps.” Rather than rebranding
long-standing processes into new
buzzwords, the DevSecOps model
demands a fundamentally new approach
to address secure product development
and deployment.

between teams, and drives agility.
The primary cybersecurity goal of
DevSecOps is a reduction or elimination
of manual controls-controls that have
historically had a significant impact on
development teams due to issues with
cycle time, false positives and inefficient,
voluminous output. These challenges
have also contributed to a more
significant issue–the identification of
defects late in the development cycle
where it is far more

difficult and costlier to remediate.
DevSecOps is about leveraging
integrated automated controls by
design.
Amazon Web Services (AWS), a leading
cloud provider, saw the need to address
DevSecOps automation on their platform
and continues to provide supporting
services for DevSecOps such as CodeStar,
CodeDeploy and many other tools.

Develop-

When done effectively, a DevSecOps
model creates a secure by design culture
with secure development practices,
promotes transparency of security
vulnerabilities, requires tight collaboration

Security

Operations
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Transformation to DevSecOps
Moving to a DevSecOps model doesn’t happen overnight. Rather, it’s both a strategic and continual improvement process aimed at delivering:
• Continuous security: Embracing a “secure by design” principle, leveraging automated code scanning and automated application security
testing throughout the development lifecycle and at a granular level (e.g., in the integrated development environment (IDE), on code submit
to the repository, during code build, test-driven security).
• Increased efficiency and product quality: Security vulnerabilities are detected and remediated as early as possible in the pipeline, when
the cost to fix them is lower. This increases the speed at which quality code can be delivered.
• Enhanced compliance: Security auditing, monitoring, and notification systems are automated, and outputs are fed back into the pipeline,
providing continuous, demonstrable compliance.
• Increased collaboration: By integrating development, security, and operations, DevSecOps fosters a culture of openness and
transparency from the earliest stages of product development.
Security controls in the continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) pipeline
In the DevSecOps world, security controls are integrated into the CI/CD pipeline (see figure 1).

Dev security controls

Ops security controls

Inject code analysis tools early into the
development process.
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Prevent pre-production code
from reaching production if
AWS conﬁguration doesn’t pass
automated compliance scans.
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Perform automated
attacks against preproduction code.
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Apply ﬁxes to open- source
software prior to
deployment via automated
Software Component
Analysis.

Log health and security relevant
events.
Implement conﬁguration,
patch, privilege and user
management.
Perform regular
vulnerability
assessments to identify
and remediate potential
application weaknesses.

Monitor the production
environment for deviations
from expected behavior
and/or exploitation of
known/unknown vulnerabilities.
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Development-based security controls
Traditional models use “tollgates” and “checkpoints” to test for vulnerabilities after development is complete. This stops the forward flow
momentum by sending the product back to development for rework and remediation; however, in the DevSecOps world where speed and
quality is paramount, this does not work.
Instead, by using a ‘shift-left’ approach, the objective is to secure the product in the design stage and create as many secure services that
developers can take advantage of in the CI/CD pipeline. The following table highlights the fact that many security services can be leveraged
before and after the product development lifecycle, reducing workload and impact to the actual code development pipeline.
Where in the
Development Lifecycle

Comments

Application architecture and
design; threat modeling

Before development begins

Spending a little time to perform a threat assessment of the product
before development begins can highlight: 1) where likely vulnerabilities
exist, 2) which code will handle critical activities (e.g., authentication,
payment) and may therefore be higher risk, and 3) what kind of
cybersecurity testing will be needed (not all code should be treated
equally.

Continuous cloud
infrastructure monitoring

Before development begins

Cloud infrastructure monitoring can be run ahead of development.

Before development begins

Having a self-service secrets management solution in place in advance
of development considerably increases application security at the
minor cost of a few lines of code to the developer.

Activity

Application secrets
management

Container security

Before development begins

By enabling self-service security container template repositories,
developers can eliminate the need to fix container security
vulnerabilities later in the process.

Inherent orchestration
security

Before development begins

A secured CI/CD platform should give everyone the access they need
and reduce audit compliance effort later down the road.

Source code library,
vulnerability scanning and
remediation

Before development begins and
in parallel to development

Creating a secure whitelist opensource library catalog is an iterative
process but reduces defect debt. New open-source kits can be
scanned in parallel to ongoing development.

Static, dynamic, and
interactive code vulnerability
scanning and remediation

During development

Full static scanning and dynamic testing is still an impact to
development; however, vulnerability findings can be reduced by
introducing real-time code scans into the developer’s integrated
development environment (IDE).

Penetration testing

After development, predeployment

Penetration testing remains the same and is usually performed once
the product is packaged and before deployment.

Continuous application
monitoring

Post deployment

Although developers initially need to enable the application to be
monitored in the cloud, application monitoring can be run post
deployment and does not affect the development process.
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Operations-based security controls
• Due to the ephemeral nature of IT assets in the cloud, traditional methods of tracking assets and monitoring activity have become obsolete.
Rather, dynamic attribution methods such as tagging should be built into the DevSecOps environment so that assets created and deployed
through automation can be instantly visible and traceable.
• Additionally, if a misconfigured or unauthorized publicly-accessible service is stood up, an automated configuration correction/deletion
using AWS Lambda can be applied within minutes, keeping the organization safer from accidental or intentional vulnerability exploits.
Figure 2. Integrating automated security into the DevSecOps cycle provides visibility and traceability
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Access controls in place
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In transit protection

Code vulnerabilities
• Third-party static code
scanning
• Access controls for
segregation of duties
• Authorization tollgates
• Peer reviews

Application vulnerabilities

Production vulnerabilities

• Dynamic application security
testing (DAST) tools scan apps
• Access controls for segregation
of duties
• Environment segregation

• Pen Tests are performed
• Deploying clones can be time
consuming and they might be
affected by the test

Mitigate attacks
• Third-party web application
firewall (WAF) protection
• Third-party distributed denial
of service (DDoS) protection

Detect threats
• Third-party monitoring
• Third-party logging
• Third-party security
information & event
management (SIEM)
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scanning tools
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• DAST tools scan apps
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• AWS virtual private clouds
(VPC) segregate environments

• Pen tests are performed
• A completely new
environment can be
automatically created for
testing

• AWS WAF integration
• AWS Shield helps mitigate
DDoS attacks

• CloudTrail and CloudWatch
• Identify out of compliance
events
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investigations
• Third-party SIEM
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Development Lifecycle

Examples of development-based security controls
• Integrate code analysis tools early into the development process, even within the developer’s IDE.
• Automatically discover and apply patches to vulnerable open-source software prior to deployment.
• Perform automated dynamic application security testing against pre-production code.
• Perform regular vulnerability assessments to identify and remediate potential application weaknesses.
Examples of operations-based security controls
• Use proactive, automated monitoring of log health and relevant security events.
• Implement automated configuration monitoring, patch management, privilege access controls, and user management controls.
• Monitor the production environment for deviations from expected behavior and/or exploitation of known/unknown vulnerabilities.
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The DevSecOps team
DevSecOps emphasizes the culture change, one that results in a world where developers, operations, and security teams can
collaborate more efficiently. Security teams working more closely with the application developers and operations team can
better understand daily habits and workflows and devise ways to effectively integrate security into the software development
lifecycle (SDLC), infrastructure as a code (IaaC), etc.

Leveraging AWS tools for DevSecOps
In addition to CodeStar and CodeDeploy, the AWS ecosystem also provides security services such as Config, CloudTrail, CloudWatch, and
custom Lambda services which natively integrate with the DevSecOps tools mentioned previously:
• Create secure code repositories that leverage AWS services such as CodeCommit. Pair the code repositories with tight access control
policies enforced by AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM).
• Use AWS CodeBuild to further accelerate the code testing and packaging by providing a scalable, secure testing environment, and artifacts.
Thereafter, use AWS Key Management Service and use AWS IAM policies and provisioned roles to restrict and guard the artifacts.
• Leverage AWS CodeDeploy to provide an intuitive and customizable deployment pipeline that integrates both native AWS and
third-party tools.
• Deploy environment-configuration monitoring services such as AWS Config and CloudFormation. If implemented, AWS Config and
CloudFormation can provide security misconfiguration scans of the environment and auto-correct the configuration settings, reducing the
possibility of misconfiguration exploits.
• Increase the ability to resist denial-of-service attack protection using AWS native high-availability architectures.
• Monitor security incidents using AWS native services such as CloudTrail, CloudWatch, and Simple Notification Service.
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Security reference architecture

Plan

Organize, Deploy
& Operate

Alert & Respond

AWS reference
architectures

AWS CloudFormation

Trusted advisor

AWS security test
drive labs

AWS Cloud hardware
security model (HSM)

AWS abuse
notifications

AWS simple monthly
calculator

SSL API, CLI, Console*

AWS SNS & Lambda

AWS webinars &
videos

Resource tagging

Amazon CloudWatch
events

Snapshots &
replication

AWS Config

AWS security best
practices

Amazon Inspector

Overview of security
processes

IAM security token
service (STS)
federation

AWS risk &
compliance

Cognito: IAM SAML**
2.0 & OpenID

Governance for AWS

AWS IAM users,
groups & roles

Logging in AWS

AWS IAM password
policy

VPC logs

Security for Microsoft
apps on AWS

AWS IAM multi-factor
authorization

AWS CloudTrail

Operational
checklists for AWS

IAM web identities

Simple Storage Service (S3),
CloudFront access logs

AWS auditing security
checklist

Access policy
language

Application &
database logs

Customer & partner
whitepapers

Access policy
simulator

Operating
system logs

Amazon GuardDuty &
Amazon Macie
AWS WAF with
CloudFront

*SSL: Secure Sockets Layer
*API: Application Programming Interface
*CLI: Command Line Interface
**SAML: Security Assertion Markup
Language

Deloitte DevSecOps framework provides:
• Hardened security practices: An approach that was developed over many years of implementing cloud and application security for our
prestigious client.
• Improved time to market: Automated checks built into the cloud deployment pipeline look for regularly occurring failures and autocorrect them without human intervention.
• Increased compliance: Ability to reduce compliance findings and decrease time from audit request to evidence delivery.
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Deloitte leverages AWS security services to provide:
• Granular security controls for users and services, reducing accidental or unauthorized access.
• Logging and monitoring services using AWS CloudTrail, Amazon CloudWatch, and AWS Config across multiple pipelines, along with Amazon
Macie to provide a fully managed security monitoring service.
• Continuous scanning and protection of AWS infrastructure (Example: Amazon GuardDuty, AWS Web Application Firewall (WAF), and AWS
Inspector).
• Automation of corrective security measures using AWS Lambda.
• Controlled deployment environment: Increased visibility and configurability of pipeline deployment to increase release velocity and code
quality checks.
• Effective integration with AWS security and leading third-party tools: Resulting in minimal overhead on development teams to integrate
security controls.
• Easy-to-use AWS DevSecOps tools: Reduced time figuring out how tools work, so they can concentrate on developing their products.
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The strength of the Deloitte/AWS relationship
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